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Plans Materialize At Retreat

Who's Who List Bears 33 Names Of Nominees

By NANCY WADDELL

The third Annual Retreat for Campus Religious Leaders was held at the University of Pu­ blic Center near Raleigh.

The theme of the retreat was "Ways and Means of Developing Campus Religious Leadership," which was analyzed by the Bahai Student Union, American University, and Technology. The session was chaired by the University Chaplain, B.D. McNeil qui stated the purpose of the retreat as means to recharge

Yale Adopts New Grading Scale To Improve Class Atmosphere

NEW HAVEN (CTP) — The Yale University Student Council has voted to use a new grading system which would be given one of four designations: A, B, C, or D.

The new system is also likely to end the campus-wide competition for grades. A student's final grade will be compared with the performance of other students in his department. At present, Tallahassee pointed out, students are graded by grade average in spite of the fact that they were given generally higher grades than others.

Staffers Pledge More Than $5,000 To United Fund

By CATHERINE A. BONET

As their share in the United Fund of Greene County, AAT received a goal of $5,000 this year. On November 5, 1967 a goal was reached. Although this goal has not yet been reached, the fund will not be affected by the United Fund of Greene County.

The goal pledged by the university, and also by the university's students, was the same amount that has been set for the past several years.

The goal is to be achieved by the end of the semester. Students are asked to contribute their share to the fund and to help others in need.

The goal is to be achieved by the end of the semester. Students are asked to contribute their share to the fund and to help others in need.

Although the amount pledged by the university was given solely by its students, contributions will be accepted from student organizations, faculty, and other interested individuals.
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...And Nothing But The Truth

The following is a true story; the names have been changed to protect the guilty looking...the courtroom is packed to capacity and everyone is clamoring to express their views on the issue. The judge enters and orders the court to get the case out of the open air and for all to sit down. The case is opened, sits with his head bowed at the defense table. Suddenly the judge orders the proceedings to begin. The first witness is called — Jack Aggieheart, a student.

He says the following: “Your Honor, I am a senior; I entered here because I thought it was one of the best schools in the country, not only for an education, but for extracurricular activities. I know it had a reputation for good football, but I was also attracted by the won-loss record we now have things looking bad. Now, don’t get me wrong. I’m not like my other friends who go crazy when they lose. But why me? Why do I have to be the one? When I go home, people laugh. They read that A&T get beat 64-5. They point their finger, and then they joke. I’m ashamed! I’m embarrassed! I just can’t take much more.

The student becomes unable to continue at this point and is helped down from the stand by the prosecutor. The courtroom is filled with the sound of sniffles and the proceedings continue.

The next witness is a very active and influential alumnus, Tom Moneyheart. He says, “When I was in school here, we had good teams, and we had a good coach. I know a lot of high school football coaches who would do anything to coach here. They’re fine coaches, too. And what’s more — they’re winners. I know I’m impatient, but losing football teams are not good for me. It hurts my business. People say, “It’s an Aggie. He’s another loser.” I’m sorry, but that’s my story.

In the courtroom a few airmen are heard, supposedly coming from another alumni.

The defense takes the floor and calls as its only witness the defendant himself. Jack holds the Bible and Pureheart takes the oath. The defense asks him to give his name and occupation as a matter of record. “My name is Jack Aggieheart, and I am the head football coach at A&T State University.”

Suddenly a roar of laughter breaks out in the courtroom, and the judge bangs with his gavel until Pureheart can continue his testimony. Pureheart continues in a low voice: “Your Honor, right now we are in a bad situation. I don’t know if it is my fault, or it’s whose fault it is because when you lose, everything looks bad. You begin to point the finger at everyone. Everyone! Don’t know if there are excuses but they become stale after awhile. If A&T wins, everybody is happy; but if A&T loses, critics snub it is my fault, or whose fault it is because when you lose, things are gonna be different next year.”

But more — “...And Nothing But The Truth..."
"Niggerlovers" Pounds Away On Negro Theme

On Negro Theme
"Niggerlovers"

By IVA D. SELLERS

Professor Dixon, describing his Negro protagonist, Tabori's "'Niggerlovers," said he was willing to "wise up" the white spectators to the harsh realities which Negroes are enduring today.

"The drama itself took place during the early part of the twentieth century. The theme was very realistic, indicative of similar and similar situations today. Nearly everyday, news reporters report the curious crimes which have shaken the South African country."

The action of the play, "Lost in the Stars," took place in South Africa and Johannesburg. The Republic of South Africa was brought to the attention of the audience in its evil acts. The drama was a parable about human love, its vices, suffering and grief, taught a lesson in the search for truth.

"Lost in the Stars" is a powerful and magnificent production. The setting was well adapted and the music was by Melvin Dixon, placed nearly as principal role, the story was concerned with human beings in the turmoil of the inner struggle, life and death. The play is also sole musical accompaniment to the action on stage, but the audience is not bereaved of its joys and com­mon in the audience were Lua­han, the oppressed young woman, Renn Logan, who plays Helen, Bennett, her husband, and Jerrel Shockley, all of whose research is invaluable. Not insignificant were Raymond Rapson and Anita Dorsey, also multi-role players.

"Lost in the Stars" will continue at its present location until November 16, when the play will close after the last night performance.

Thursday, November 16, explore an engineering career on earth's last frontier.

Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Consultant about engineering openings at world's largest shipbuilding company—whose future is as big as today's brand new ocean.

Our half-a-billion-dollar backlog of orders means high starting salary, career security, with your way up wide open. It also means scope for all your abilities. We're involved in Microwave Theory, Solid State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering, and so on. Interested in an advanced degree or research? We're next to Old Dominion College and University of Virginia Extension Division, where you can get credits for a master's degree, or take courses in Microwave Theory, Solid State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering and other advanced subjects. Ask about scholarships, tuition grants, study and research leaves to implement these opportunities.

Talk, too, about the pleasant living and lower living costs, here in the heart of Virginia's historic, scenic vacation land, with superb beaches, golf, fishing, boating, hunting.

IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS

Mechanical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Marine Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Systems Analysts

Naval Architects
Dredging Engineers
Civil Engineers

See our representative Mr. Martin Hardy

Thursday, November 16

He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions, discuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.

Newport News

Variety Discount Store
SPECIALS ON SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Full Stock of Magazines, Newspapers and Confectionaries
ON MARKET ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
I won't go into business when I graduate because:

- a. I'd lose my individuality.
- b. It's graduate school for me.
- c. My mother wants me to be a doctor.

Can't argue with c), but before you check a) or b)—pencils up! There have been some changes. Drastic changes in the business scene. But changes in the *vox populi* attitude regarding business... especially on campus... just haven't kept pace.

Take the belabored point that business turns you into a jellyfish. The men who run most of the nation's successful firms didn't arrive by nepotism, by trusting an Ouija board, or by agreeing with their bosses. Along the way, a well-modulated "No" was said. And backed up with the savvy and guts today's business demands.

In short, individuality is highly prized in much of the business world—the successful much. Even when the business is big, like Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System.

We provide communications equipment for our Bell System teammates, the Bell telephone companies. This takes a lot of thought, decisions, strong stands for our convictions... and sometimes some mistakes... we're human, every 160,000 of us.

Individuality pays off. Not only in raises, but in personal reward as well. Like an engineer who knew deep down that there was a better way to make a certain wire connector... and did. Or a WE gal who streamlined time-consuming office procedures, and saved us some $63,000 a year.

Rewards and accolades. For saying "No." For thinking creatively and individually. For doing.

Not every hour is Fun Hour, but if you've got imagination and individuality— you've got it made. With a business like Western Electric. We'll even help you answer b) with our Tuition Refund program. Come on in and go for President!

Who Am I?

BY SARA J. HILL

I'm nothing that has the same appearance as any human but is never loved. I am an object that can be lifted or put down from place to place. I'm carried in back pockets and when I'm tired of I'm thrown aside for the next person to play with like a toy.

I'm won and chapped on all sides. I'm used to pain and am only noticed if I cry out; and, yet even then, my voice is so weak I'm passed by. I'm tinier than the tiniest microscopic molecule. A sun is never seen where I exist; only dark clouds are my heavens. I'm the cover of a torn book or the ground that you may have stepped upon once.

I'm so full of love and love to share it, but I'm always left alone waiting away. The one thing I owe to all depths of eternity no one wants, I'm isolated, locked up in a dark dungeon that craves for belonging.

I'm nothing or no one that's always taken for granted. I'm only something that controls life and love. Who am I? I'm only a heart...
FOOTBALL FOR SHUT-INS

At next Saturday's football game while you are sitting in your choice student's seat behind the end zone, won't you pause and give a thought to football's greatest and, alas, most neglected name? I refer, of course, to Champert Sigafoos.

Champert Sigafoos (1714-1928) started life humbly on a farm near Toad, Kansas. His mother and father, both named Walter, were bean-gleaners, and Champert became a bean-gleaner too. But he tired of the work and went to Montanas where he got a job with a logging firm. Here he cut up frozen lakes (ice-slicer). Then to Nevada where he drove a delivery van for a bakery (bread-sledder). Then to Minnesota where he cut up frozen lakes (ice-slicer). Then to Nevada where he determined the odds in a gambling house (dice-toter). Then to Long Island where he dressed poultry (duck-plucker). Then to Alaska where he drove a delivery van for a bakery (bread-sledder). Then to Missouri where he dressed poultry (duck-plucker). Then to Alaska where he dressed poultry (duck-plucker). Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a tannery, beating pig hides until they were soft and supple (hog-flogger). Here occurred the event that changed not only Champert's life, but all of ours.

Next door to Champert's hog-floggy was a mooring mast for dirigibles. In flew a dirigible one day, piloted by Champert, if he had no money, there were two things he did have: ingenuity and pigskin. This presented problems, for hog-flogging, as we all know, is a signally underpaid profession. Still, thought Champert, if I had no money, there were two things I did have: ingenuity and pigskin.

In flew a dirigible one day, piloted by a girl named Graffa van Zeppelin. Champert watched Graffa descend from the dirigible, and his heart turned over, and he knew love. Though Graffa's beauty was not only Champert's life, but all of ours.

Next door to Champert's hog-floggery was a mooring mast for dirigibles. In flew a dirigible one day, piloted by a girl named Graffa von Zeppelin. Champert watched Graffa descend from the dirigible, and his heart turned over, and he knew love. Though Graffa's beauty was not only Champert's life, but all of ours.

Champert watched Graffa descend from the dirigible, and his heart turned over, and he knew love. Though Graffa's beauty was not quite perfect—one of her legs was shorter than the other (blimp-gimper)—she was nonetheless ravishing, what with her tawny hair and her eyes of Lake Louise blue and her marvelously articulated branches. Champert, smitten, ran quickly back to the hog-floggy to plan the wooing. To begin with, naturally, he would give Graffa a present. This presented problems, for hog-flogging, as we all know, is a signally underpaid profession. Still, thought Champert, if he had no money, there were two things he did have: ingenuity and pigskin.

So he selected several high grade pelts and stitched them together and blew air into them and made for Graffa. "She will love this," said he confidently to himself and proceeded to impress a girl, if you wanted jowls as smooth as ivory, less Steel Blades. And wouldn't you? If you were looking for the lime-green can shaving cream, try Burma-Shave, regular or menthol. Prices So Low We Can't Mention Brand Names

New Rapid-Shave Lime... It's a whole new kick in shaving!

Look for the lime-green can
Pushing His Way To The Top Is Kenneth Page

By THOMAS ALLEN (TA)

The criteria for a collegiate football center are varied. A center must be large and muscular as most athletes. His abilities must cover speed, power, leverage, and the ability to block. The center is the least known player on the field. Although his job is perhaps the most important on the field, his actions go unseen. As a center, the player snaps the ball to the quarterback, blocks the play. After the snap, the center keys are a defender with the intention of surprising him out so that he does not hurt his play. Often times, the center and another linemen double team the linebacker or another defender. If the play proceeds, down the field, the center has an opportunity to provide down field blocking.

Kenneth Page, a graduate of Chandler Hight School in Winston-Salem is the Aggie center. Page is a junior at the University. A major in business administration, Page stands 6'2" and weighs 221 lbs., a very good build for a center. Page has shown all the qualifications of a center. He has blocked and centered to his highest center. He has even recovered a fumble. Seemingly, he has the potential to make the CIAA this year. Good luck to him and the other members of our team.

Aggies Cop 22-6 Win Over Trojans in A Game That Starred The Team

By CLAUDE BOONE

An impressive line defense and a well-improved pass defense combined with a balanced running attack to give the Aggies their second win of the season. The first half was highlighted by a 50-yard punt return by Daryl Cherry, the teams leading punt return artist for a first Aggie score. The Trojans scored earlier on a 50-yard pass from quarterback Lawrence Suggs to end W. Sharper. For the rest of the half the Aggies were plagued by a number of penalties as they were penalized 7 times for 98 yards.

A drive by the Trojans led all the way to the Aggie's 36-yard line, but a couple of play-saving punts killed the drive by freshmen Longmen Pearson forced the Trojans to turn the ball over to the Aggies. A couple of long runs by Richard Armstrong and Aaron Patterson move the ball deep in Trojan territory and, on a couple more plays, the Aggies lit pay dirt again with a 50-yard pass from QB Merl Code to Dan Appleton. Patterson. With an extra point kick by Blue, the Aggies led 13 to 6. A number of key interceptions by Daryl Cherry and William Pearson stopped the Trojans cold.

The Aggies' ground gain was handled down to Richard Armstrong and Aaron Patterson who accounted for 43 of the Aggies' 160 yards. Armstrong had 10 carries for 87 yards and Patterson 14 carries for 32 yards.

Flasher Willie Pearson finally ended the Aggies scoring with a 33-yard punt return for a score. Blue kicked the extra point making it a 22-6 in favor of the Aggies.

WANTED

Young lady between age 20-25 to work as Part-time waitress.

HOURS: Monday - Friday 7-11 P.M. Saturday & Sunday 4-12 P.M.

Off Wednesday

APPLY IN PERSON AT

Community Grill

2315 East Market Street

ASK FOR MR. REESE

The U.S. BUREAU of the Census is a dynamic, fast-growing agency within the Department of Commerce. Backed by the most modern data processing equipment, the Bureau gathers, analyzes and interprets vital information affecting all aspects of population and the economy. Major areas of Census Bureau career opportunity include research and development, demography, economics, data processing operations and administration, with openings for everyone from the liberal arts major to the electronic engineer. There are special training programs for management interns.

Census Bureau career positions offer you straight-ahead opportunities with all the benefits of Federal Civil Service employment, including regular advancement and pay increases, liberal holidays, vacations and retirement plans and comprehensive medical coverage. We pay tuition for work-related courses and provide in-house courses in computer science, executive development and other important fields. Further educational opportunities are also available.

Enjoy, too, the multitude of attractions of Greater Washington, D. C. Whether your taste runs to museums or music, drama or discotheques...you'll be just minutes away. Chesapeake Bay, scenic beaches and other summer and winter sports attractions are nearby. What's more, you'll meet the other bright, young men and women who come to Washington to make the pace in everything from politics to the arts.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS DECEMBER 1

The U.S. DEPARTMENT of Commerce

Census Bureau representatives are coming to discuss career opportunities with you. See your Placement Office for details and to arrange an appointment. If you cannot arrange an appointment, please write for further information, including a summary of your educational background, to: Dircctor of Personnel, Bureau of the Census, Washington, D. C., 20223.